
Hiring the Maison Dungeon

What to Expect, What we Expect

With the dungeon being in a public location we ask that you exercise discretion when 
entering and exiting the premises. You have 15mins grace either side of your hire period 
and you will be advised if someone is due to arrive immediately after you. If you hire 
regularly without any problems then you can be elevated to a trusted patron where you let 
yourself in rather than being welcomed. The procedure for entering/exiting is the same 3 
things:

• Power: For safety the mains power is switched off when the premises is empty. This
is controlled by a single switch and should be switched off prior to exiting. See 
below

• Shutters x2: The front shutter is obvious however there is a 2nd shutter immediately 
in front of the door. On exiting BOTH shutters should be pulled to the ground. If you 
are in for a prolonged period the front shutter can be pulled down however the inner
shutter is an indicator if there is anyone in so it is important to pull this one down 
also when you leave.

Toilet/Shower/Towels

The shower is located in the rear of the premises and clean towels are on the racks in the 
medical area. Used towels should be deposited in the bag at the front door, usually a big 
blue one. No paper down the toilet, use the bin provided.

Cleaning Equipment and Toys

Some clients bring their own toys however if you use ours condoms on insertable items 
please. Giving items a wash in the sink is expected if removal of body fluids is required. 
Any stainless steel items used from the medical cabinet should be washed and left on 
drying rack for autoclaving. Please use the wipes/cleaning sprays provided to clean any 
furniture used and to remove body fluids from equipment. Any equipment used (whips, 
ropes, canes, hoods, etc...) please return to hanging up, in pots, drawers, over polystyrene
heads, or wherever you found them so the dungeon is tidy for the next patron.

Heaters/Power

Blow heaters are provided and these can be moved but only to another wall socket. 
Heaters DO NOT go in bar plugs. 

Power: On entering the premises it will be completely dark (only when not welcomed), 
have your phone torch ready. With your back to the front door the fusebox is on the right 
hand side wall at shin height, follow the back of the settee to get there, under the shelves 
of shoes. Simply labelled with white sticker 'The Switch'  put down the place will light up, 
when your leaving switch up, everything goes dark. Do not forget to switch off.

Any problems Call/Whatsapp: 07519 575938 Rev: Jan 2024
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